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Global-Fleet Fuel Card Helps Fleet Businesses Resolve to Save Big on Fuel
Expenses

Fleet businesses resolving to save in 2009 is made easy with the Global-Fleet Fuel Card as
fleet businesses of all sizes save up to 15% or more on fuel expenses.

Bonita Springs, FL (PRWEB) January 7, 2009 -- Fleet businesses of all sizes are making a New Year's
resolution to save in 2009, and turning to the Global-Fleet Fuel Card for help. With comprehensive card
controls, security and savings features, Global-Fleet customers save to 15% or more on fuel expenses.

"The New Year is often a time to evaluate past performance and resolve to improve," explains Keith Stone,
Global-Fleet President. "With the economy still volatile, it is imperative fleet businesses take advantage of
every savings opportunity available. At Global-Fleet, we work with each customer to optimize expanse
management and maximize fuel savings."

Universally accepted and with superior fleet card controls, detailed online reporting, adjustable card limits,
emergency purchase allowances, and online low-price locators and savings calculators, the Global-Fleet Fuel
Card is recognized as an industry leader.

"Unauthorized spending is a very common way businesses lose money," Stone said. "By establishing specific
policy parameters on how each fuel card may be used, from limiting purchase amounts, transactions per day
and/or month and reporting grade of fuel, time of day and miles per gallon variances, the Global-Fleet Fuel
Card will fully minimize, if not eliminate unauthorized spending."

Topmaximize savings, Global-Fleet customers enjoy a host of online features which include the low-price
locator which draws upon tens of thousands of transactions from over 180,000 fuel stations to provide uniquely
accurate and comprehensive results.

"Those that use our low-price locator quickly realize that gas prices often range from three-to-fifteen cents per
gallon within any given zip code. If you are filling five, ten, twenty, a hundred or more vehicles a day or every
few days, that will add up to substantial savings," Stone said.

For businesses considering if the Global-Fleet Fuel Card will help save, Stone suggests spending five minutes
with the Global-Fleet Savings Calculator, found at www.global-fleet.com/calculator.htm, that uses simple
inputs unique to each business, and estimates annual savings. Sample calculations run on the calculator show
that a fleet business with 15 vehicles could expect an annual savings of over $6,500.

While most New Year's resolutions don't last more than a month, Global-Fleet offers a way to make this year's
resolution to save last the entire year, and every year that follows.

To learn more about the Global-Fleet Fuel Card, visit Global-Fleet.com.

About CSI Enterprises, Inc.:
CSI Enterprises Inc. provides a specific line of controlled financial payment products including business fleet
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fueling/maintenance payment cards, a corporate virtual payment MasterCard® and card solutions for corporate
purchasing, travel and entertainment spending. Today CSI and its products operate in all fifty states including
Canada, Mexico and Caribbean with operating subsidiaries involved in municipal tax reclamation, venture
capital and real estate development activities nationwide. Since 1988, CSI Enterprises Inc. was the first and
largest U.S. organization to have a successful corporate asset management and payment network throughout the
U.S. and Latin America.
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Contact Information
David Disque
CSI Enterprises, Inc.
http://www.global-fleet.com
239-947-5169

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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